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Abstract: Micro-grid (MG) deployment has dramatically become more popular with the high
penetration of renewable energy resources (RER). This trend brings with it the merits of independent
power grid clean energy resource-based systems, and simultaneously the demerits of an unstable grid
due to the intermittent nature of RER. Control and monitoring of MG through robust and ubiquitous
communication system infrastructure is the solution to overcoming this intermittency. There has been
an increasing focus in recent years on using wireless communication technologies as a prominent
candidate in holistic proposal for the micro-grid management system (MGMS). The MGMS has been
developed using the multi-agent system (MAS), multi-micro-grid (multi-MG), Internet of things (IoT)
integration, and cloud concepts requiring new communication specifications, which can be satisfied
by next-generation wireless technologies. There is, however, a lack of comprehensive corresponding
investigation into management levels of MG interaction requirements and applied communication
technologies, as well as a roadmap for wireless communication deployment, especially for the next
generation. In this paper, we investigate communication technology applications in the MG and
focus on their classification in a way that determines standard gaps when applying wireless for MG
control levels. We also explore and categorize the literature that has applied wireless technologies to
MG. Moreover, since MGMS has been revolutionized by attaching new technologies and applications
to make it an active element of the power system, we address future trends for MGMS and offer a
roadmap for applying new enhancements in wireless technologies, especially the fifth generation
(5G) of wireless networks with its exclusive characteristics, to implement this novel approach.
Keywords: micro-grid; energy management system; IEC 61850; 5G; LoRa; multi-agent system

1. Introduction
Due to problematic issues with fossil fuels such as the limited resources, increasing greenhouse
gases, and air pollution, new resources of energy, including solar, wind, tidal, etc. have been introduced,
known as renewable energy resources (RER), and have overcome environmental issues with fossil
fuels [1]. One of the most prominent advantages of RER is the end of dependency on conventional
power plants and a centralized electricity network, which makes them sustainable candidates for
distributed electricity generation, particularly in remote places. This specification, along with the
development of communication technologies that facilitate information exchange in remote places
to cover control, protection, and administration requirements of this distributed grid, have led to
increasing RER use in the electricity grid, especially in the form of micro grids (MG) [2]. Based on
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 2030.7–2017 [3], MG is defined
as a “group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources with clearly defined electrical
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boundaries that act as a single controllable entity concerning the grid and can connect and disconnect
from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or island modes”. MG penetration
is increasing, as it will decrease the cost of electricity transmission infrastructure by using RER.
Corresponding to the definition of MG, there are two performance modes: islanded mode, and
grid-connected mode. In islanded mode, MG should be able to work as an independent grid and
supply consumers alone. On the other hand, in grid-connected mode, the connection of MG to a utility
grid defeats the risk of unavailability owing to natural resource features, and offers other benefits
related to participation in the electricity market as a prosumer, specifically selling over-produced
electricity or buying it in the case of resource unavailability or system failure. All these advantages
would not be viable without a robust communication system.
There has been a plethora of research about the optimal control, protection and management of
MG [4–7], which have revealed the role of automation and smartization to achieve above-mentioned
MG profit to be undeniable; however, communication structure and specification of the system are
the key factors of all these scenarios [8–10]. A large number of possible communication protocols and
configurations have been applied in MGMS depending on the control and protection scenarios of
the system, geographical location of MG, initial investment and maintenance budget, the importance
of loads, number of distributed energy resources (DER), traffic rates of the communication system,
and so on. Many authors have attempted to find the best communication structure for international
standards, such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61850, IEEE 1547, and IEC
61400–25 [11–14]. IEC 61850 is a standard of the communication protocol of automation in the power
industry. This standard considers communication within power system substations and uses an open
system interaction (OSI) model as a communication stack for data exchange in the local area network
(LAN) in its first version. It has been developed for the intelligence of the entire breadth of the power
system and interacts with MG by adding IEC 61850–7–420, IEC 61850–90–7, IEC 61850–8–2, and IEC
61850–9–12. These new parts specify information models for exchange information with DER along
with the definition of communication stacks for wide-area network (WANs). IEC 1547, which is a
standard of interconnection between DER and electric power systems, deals with safety, protection,
power quality, and information exchange requirements of DER, as well as alternative configurations for
MGMS. IEC 61400–25, which is a standard of communications for the monitoring and control of wind
power plants, provides uniform model information for exchanging data. These standards facilitate
control, protection, and management modeling of MG. In the case of communication technology
deployment, studies have categorized MG interactions into two groups: wired and wireless. While
RS-232, RS-485, Power Line Carrier (PLC), optical fiber, and ethernet are commonly used wired
technologies in MG communications, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Global System for Mobile
(GSM), 5G/4G/3G/HSPA, LoRa, and satellite communication are wireless ones [15–20]. Due to
wireless technology advantages in comparison with wired technology, such as cost effectiveness,
convenient installation, portability, low risk of ground potential issues, and scalability, an investigation
into employing this technology in MGMS should be undertaken.
1.1. Related Works
Protection, control, management, and communication requirements, as well as the intermittent
characteristic of RER as the main element of MG, has made this research area a trend in the
power industry. This trend is divided into two different domains: electrical and communication.
The performance of the predecessor is dependent on the successor. As shown in Table 1,
several researchers have attempted to recognize communication architecture and technologies adapted
to MG requirements as an interactive smart element of the public electricity grid. Safdar et al. [21]
divided communication in MG into three levels: home area network (HAN), field area network (FAN),
and WAN. The authors proposed appropriate communication technologies for each level. Based on
the requirements of physical connections, they made wireless technology attractive for communication
in MG. The authors in this paper mentioned reliability, quality of service (QoS), security, complexity,
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standardization, and efficiency as challenges in the communication infrastructure of MG while
disregarding enough intention to standard protocols, and their relevant constraints, which have
had a significant effect in communication technology employment. MG testbed structures and
applied communication technologies were reviewed comprehensively in [22]; however, this review
focused on characteristics of implemented structure communication technologies, and future trend
guidelines were missing. Bani-Ahmad [23] then clarified the data flow and communication protocols
and standards of MG, such as the Internet Protocols Suite, Modbus, DNP3, and IEC 61850, and
focused on MG physical communication links in two parts: wired physical links and wireless physical
links. Although this survey satisfied the protocol critical characteristics of communication in MG
in comparison with typical IT systems, there was no classification of the application of highlighted
technologies in MG communication structure. The role of communication in MG, wired and wireless
technologies, and their limitation in MG applications were analyzed in [16]. Mavrokefalidis et al. [24]
provided a brief overview of the communication infrastructure and challenges of applying wireless
communication in MG. Marzal et al. [20] investigated the feasible network topology for smart MG
along with MG evolution. The authors then noted smart MG issues, including bandwidth, latency,
reliability, and cybersecurity, and studied communication protocols and technologies through the
literature. The categorized communication technologies based on application and reviewed their
characteristics and issues, as discussed in [25] and studied in [26] after the comparison of specifications
of wired and wireless communications, which concentrated on satisfying communication requirements
and the architecture of smart inverters in MG.
Table 1. Present and related works—a comparison.
Contribution
Reference

S.Safdar et al. [21]
L.Mariam et al. [22]
Bani-Ahmed et al. [23]
P.D.Chavan et al. [16]
C.Mavrokefalidis et al. [24]
S.Marzal et al. [20]
T.T.Mai et al. [25]
B.Arbab-Zavar et al. [26]
Present Paper

Year

2013
2013
2014
2016
2017
2018
2018
2019
2020

MG Communication
Specification Requirements

MG Communication
Technologies

Standard

Control

Application

Wired

Wireless

7
3
3
3
7
3
3
7
3

7
7
7
3
7
3
3
7
3

3
7
7
3
7
3
3
3
3

7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Future Trends

Roadmap

7
3
3
7
3
3
7
3
3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3

All these attempts investigated communications requisite for and technologies applied in MG
and their specifications and applications, although some of the following aspects, which affect
communication requirements in MG, have been neglected. Applying energy storage systems (ESS),
RER, and responsive loads (RL) along with the introduction of new concepts in a smart grid (SG) and
MGMS architecture such as MAS, multi-MG, and IoT integration, make MG an integrated part of
the main grid. In this scenario, MG cooperates in the electricity market as a prosumer and supports
the main grid by providing ancillary services (AS) such as demand response (DR), power system
frequency, and voltage stability, as well as black-start aid and electricity market contribution by using
technologies such as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), smart inverters, and so on. Moreover, communication
protocol standards, which are applied in MG communication, need revising to attain appropriate
a communication infrastructure for these new technologies. To produce these aspects, we focus on
MG as SG tiles, and cut short the path to the development of SG penetration [27]. We will provide
a supervisory hierarchical structure for MG corresponding to the SG conceptual model, as well as
clarifying the situation of this structure in the distribution management system (DMS). Another idea
behind this hypothesis is using MG to help power system stability by splitting the power grid into
islands [28]. Table 1 shows how this paper, in comparison with related works, involves all examined
MG control structures and wireless technology applications, in order to detect a roadmap for exploiting
these technologies.
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1.2. Contribution
To address the above-mentioned issues, the main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigation of MG communication requirements based on MGMS and DMS requirements.
Study of relevant communication standards from the perspective of smart MG and standard
revision requirements in a way facilitating wireless deployment in MG communication.
Study of the deployment of wireless communication applications in MG through the classification
of literature based on applications and methods.
Determination of wireless technology applications in MG concerning communication
requirements and standards of each application.
Investigation using new wireless technologies such as 5G to attain a roadmap for wireless
application in new MGMS trends such as MAS and multi-MG.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is about the concept of MG focusing
on electrical and communication structures and specifications. Section 3 introduces communication
standard protocols and their revision requirements to facilitate wireless deployment in MGMS.
Communication technologies and their applications in each supervisory level of the MGMS are
discussed in Section 4. To provide a roadmap for using new technologies in MG focusing on wireless
technology and more specified enhanced ones such as 5G in Section 5, we classified the literature based
on its objectives, MG application, and method qualification when using wireless technologies in MG
environments. After opening new horizons for our paper research area in Section 6, our attempt is
finalized in Section 7.
2. MG Concept and Requirements
2.1. MG Structure
MG, according to the definition proposed in the introduction to the paper, includes DER, which
can be RER as conventional resources, ESS as an infrastructure of energy market contribution, or AS
in the absence of DER, loads, and finally a breaker at the point where MG connects to the main grid.
This collection of elements has two modes of operation, specifically, grid-connected and islanded
mode. In grid-connected mode, they receive services or provide services for the main grid, whereas
in islanded mode, they should be able to manage all control, stability, and protection requirements.
Achieving these characteristics requires a smart structure for MG, and its elements should be developed
with these requirements in mind. It is noted that the penetration and integration of smart MGs should
be in the form of tiles facilitating the implementation of SG. Figure 1 is a visualization of this idea,
where MG structure meets the conceptual model of SG. SG has seven sectors [28]: Customer, Service
Provider, Transmission, Distribution, Bulk Generation, and Market. Adapting the MG structure to
SG structure, while the role of generation, transmission, distribution, operator, and consumer is clear,
as can be seen in Figure 1, the maintainer acts as a service provider and the aggregator is in the market
domain. The performance of each entity is clarified here.
•
•
•
•

MG Aggregator: This participant is in charge of gathering information about energy marketing
participants for MG.
MG Operator: This party monitors MG and controls its performance through local and
remote services.
MG Maintainer: This agent is responsible for the accurate performance of MG by providing
maintenance services in case of failure according to the received reports.
MG Controller: Aggregator, Maintainer, and operator interact through this part with each other
and DER, facilitating the Energy Management System (EMS) control level.
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Local Utility: Local utility is the MG utility neighbor who connects to MG through the Point
of Common Coupling (PCC) and interacts with MG to coordinate the provision of AS in
grid-connected mode.

As well as embedding MG in SG domain, Figure 1 conveys a hierarchical control strategy of
smart MG by introducing three supervisory levels, namely advanced metering interface (AMI), EMS,
and DMS.
DMS
Public Utility
Network

Local Utiliy Grid
Operator
EMS

PCC
AMI

Local
Controller
DERn

DER1

.

.

.

Loads

DER2
Distributed Energy
Resources

Energy
Storages
DER
Aggregator

DER
Operator

DER
Maintainer

Communication
Line
Electrical
Line
Control Level
Line

Figure 1. MG architecture.

•

•

•

AMI: The first control level is related to load control. In this paper, this control level is considered
in the scope of MG. Energy consumption of smart appliances is monitored through smart
meters and the AMI control level is responsible for sending this information to the higher level,
which is EMS. AMI makes it possible to cooperate with RL in load shedding, peak shaving,
and other services.
EMS: The second control level of MG is EMS, which is responsible for control demand and supply
in MG based on information receives from DER, ESS, and loads. EMS has a key role in MGMS
and provides a schedule for each MG element operation through the optimization algorithm in
both grid-connected and islanded modes of MG. EMS decides MG contribution in AS provision
for the utility grid in a way that determines the contribution portion of each source.
DMS: The third control level is responsible for the control, monitoring, and reliability of the
distribution network. This supervisory control level reveals when MG will be able to work in
grid-connected and supply loads from the main grid or provide AS for utility and, in case of any
failure in MG, it will disconnect from the main grid. There could be several MGs in DMS territory
as shown in Figure 2.

The hierarchical control level of MG can be implemented through a centralized or
decentralized approach. In the centralized approach, each element receives setpoints from a central
controller and follows a global objective, while in decentralized approach decision making in each
level control is distributed. In distributed fashion, each element has been considered to be an
agent which independently decides to participate in SG or MGMS. This offers advantages such
as plug-and-play patterns, no need for a dedicated communication infrastructure, fast response
to system failure, and power grid consisting of independent entities [29,30]. Moreover, due to
the significant advantages of MGMS characteristics when deploying MAS, trends toward the
implementation of SG in the form of multi-MG have been augmented recently. It is estimated that
future SG would be multi-MG that works in the MAS environment [31,32]. Figure 1 proposes the
control level of individual MG without centralized and decentralized approach. The local controller in
this figure can be considered to be located in EMS, or distributed in each element.
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DMS
MGn

MG1

EMS
AMI

EMS
AMI

MG2

EMS
AMI

Figure 2. DMS supervisory level domain.

2.2. MG Communication Requirements
To detect efficient and appropriate communication technology for MG, we need to ascertain
the specifications and constraints of information exchange in each supervisory level. Figure 3
shows a comparison of AMI, EMS, and DMS characteristics based on data rates, reliability,
coverage, delay, complexity, security, and benefits per cost. This figure ensures each control level
of MG has its communication requirements. While all control levels require a highly reliable
and secure communication, their data rates and delay characteristics increase according to their
coverage characteristic. The other important specification for communication infrastructure is
backup power, which ensures the performance of communication during any outage and is
proportional to the critical mission of each level control from zero for AMI, as interacting with meters
increases to one hour for EMS, and 72 hours for DMS. In the SG environment, there is a hierarchical
communication level including HAN, FAN, and WAN. This classification can be followed by MG.
While HAN contains loads such as smart appliances and electric vehicles (EV), which can be automated
and programmable through home energy management systems (HEMS) to provide AS for utility
grid such as DR, FAN coordinates among DER, ESS, operators, and energy marketing entities, hence
needing higher bandwidth than HAN. At the highest level, WAN embraces information exchange
between EMS and DMS when MG works in grid-connected mode. Communication specifications of
applications in MG are summarized in Table 2 [33].
Table 2. Communication specification application in MG.
Communication Level

HAN

FAN
WAN

Application

Bandwidth

Latency

HEMS

9.6–56 kbps

200 ms–2 s

EV Charging

9.6–56 kbps

2 s–5 min

V2G

9.6–56 kbps

2 s–5 min

AMI

node:10–100 kbps backhaul: 500 kbps

2–15 s

DER and ESS

9.6–56 kbps

20 ms–15 s

DR

14–100 kbps

500 ms–several min

DMS

9.6–100 kbps

100 ms–2 s
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Data Rate
(Gbps)
Complexity
(High/Medium/Low)

Benefit/Cost
(%)

1

High

200

10-2
150
Medium
98

-4
10

Backup Power
(hrs)

72

99.5

1
0

0.1

Reliability
(%)

100
98

1
2

10
100

5

Delay
(Sec)

High

Coverage
(km)
DMS

Security
(High/Medium/Low)

EMS
AMI

Figure 3. Comparison of MG control levels characteristics.

3. MG Communication Protocols and Standards
There is a plethora of standards that embody all aspects of MG electrical and communication
requirements. Table 3 depicts all communication-relevant standards of MG, which have been clarified
in the following.
Table 3. MG management- and communication-relevant standards.
Standard Title

Reference

Title

61850–7–420

[34]

61850–8–2

[35]

61850–90–7

[36]

Object models for power converters in
distributed energy resources (DER) systems

61850–90–12

[37]

Wide-area network engineering guidelines

61400–25–2

[38]

Communications for monitoring and control of
wind power plants–Information models

1547

[39]

2030

[40]

IEC

IEEE

Basic communication structure–Distributed
energy resources logical nodes
Specific Communication Service Mapping
(SCSM)—Mapping to eXtensible Messaging
Presence Protocol (XMPP)

IEEE Standard for Interconnection and
Interoperability of Distributed Energy Resources
with Associated Electric Power Systems
Interfaces
Smart Grid Interoperability of Energy
Technology and Information Technology
Operation with the Electric Power System (EPS),
End–Use Applications, and Loads

3.1. IEC Standards
3.1.1. IEC 61850
IEC 61850 is an international standard of communication networks and systems for power utility
automation. This standard in the 2003 edition focused on the automation of power system substations
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and was divided into three levels: Process, Bay, and Station. In the process level, measurement
equipment such as current transformers (CT), potential transformers (PT), or phasor measurement
units (PMU) are located and send measurement data to the bay level, which is the place of intelligent
electronic devices (IED) issuing control and protection commands based on the received information.
The process level communicates with one or more bays, and even the whole substation, as well as
exchanging information with the engineering workplace for remote control commands. All of this
information exchange in a form of three types of the message, including manufacturing message
specification (MMS) for non-critical information and in the format of request-response, generic
object-oriented substation event (GOOSE) for critical information with high priorities such as trip
command and sampled value (SV) for measurement units with high priority. GOOSE and SV are
of multicast format. Each of these messages has its time limitation and is mapped according to the
communication stack proposed in part 8–1 of the standard, which uses an open system interconnection
(OSI) model and Ethernet as a physical layer in the LAN environment. In MG, an IED is located
in each DER for the control and protection of objects. The nature of MG is that it is positioned in
remote places desiring interconnection with the main grid through WAN. An extension of IEC 61850
in successive editions by information model supporting MG in part 7–420, 90—7, and providing
a communication stack for interconnection in WAN based on applying eXtensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP) for mapping information in part 8–2 makes this standard appropriate for use
in the MG communication environment. However, it is noted that other IoT protocols are suggested
in other literature, and laboratory experiences perform better than XMPP in comparison with QoS,
implementation infrastructure requirements, and future development specifications [41,42].
3.1.2. IEC 61400–25–2
This standard presents a uniform platform of information exchange and a data model for all
participants in the wind power station, and serves as a communication stack for mapping this
information. This standard deploys common data classes of IEC 61850 to be corporate in SG. Its data
object has been extended in the recent version [43].
3.2. IEEE Standards
3.2.1. IEEE 1547
IEC 1547 is a series of standards facilitating operation, control, monitoring, and integration of MG for
utility networking for the provision of AS. The main drawback of this standard is the detail of establishing
communication of MG with the supervisory level of the power system, i.e., TSO/DSO is unclear [43,44].
3.2.2. IEEE 2030
This standard is a series of standards clarifying the SG Interoperability Reference Model (SGIRM).
In part seven it proposes specification of MG controllers and represents MG control system functional
framework [43,44].
4. MG Communication Technologies
In this section, to conform with the role of the hierarchical level of communication in MG,
relevant technologies will be introduced. Technologies are partitioned into two groups: wired and
wireless technologies.
4.1. Wired Technologies
Wired technologies, which can be used in MG, consist of PLC and ethernet at HAN and FAN level,
Coaxial Cable and DSL in FAN level, and Fiber Optic in WAN level. Implementation of wired
technologies costs more than wireless, especially in MG, since it is usually located in remote places,
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although they are not battery-dependent like wireless and are less affected by interference. However,
the huge amount of interaction between sensors, actuators, meters, and controllers to provide smart
MG makes it an inevitable technology. As our focus in this paper is wireless technologies, we just
consider PLC, which is a legacy technology widely used for information communication in the power
system for many years with low-cost implementation, as it uses transmission lines to interchange
data by ultra-high frequency (UHF). This specification will be affected by the noise of other connected
devices to the network. Ultra-Narrow Band PLC (UNBPLC), Narrow Band PLC (NBPLC), and Broad
Band PLC (BBPLC), are three different categories of PLC deploying in MG. Wired technologies,
characteristics, applications, and obstacles are represented in Table 4 [26,45].
4.2. Wireless Technologies
Trends to use wireless technologies in MG have been rising to reduce the complexity and cost of the
system. Table 5 represents wireless technologies specification, namely data rates, coverage, application
in MGMS, and merits and demerits of each technology. There are several wireless technologies,
including Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN), Wireless LAN (WLAN), cellular networks, Low
Power Wide-Area Network (LPWAN), and Satellite Network within different standards applied in
MG, of which noticeable ones will be discussed, following [21,26,45–49].
4.2.1. ZigBee
ZigBee is one of the widely used wireless technologies in HAN, especially in cases of the smart
home because of low cost, energy consumption, and complexity working in the unlicensed band
of 2.4 GHz. It is also one of the integrated communication technologies of metering equipment.
ZigBee can provide tree, star, and mesh network topologies by Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) modulation. However, it suffers from common weak points of Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) license-free spectrum, which is at the risk of interference, although there are some approaches,
such as the channel discovery algorithm based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) interference, that have been deployed to deal with this issue. It has been noted that in
monitoring operation use cases, Zigbee is a prominent one.
4.2.2. WiFi
WiFi is a wireless technology used for WLAN implementation within the IEEE 802.11 standard.
It provides a frequency spectrum with a data rate of 2-600 Mbps and covers up to 100 meters distance. High
penetration of WiFi as the Internet infrastructure makes it a good candidate for HAN and FAN applications.
4.2.3. WiMAX
This technology is one of the communication standards of the IEEE 802.16 series operating in
licensed spectrum 2.5 or 3.5 GHz and unlicensed spectrum of 5.8 GHz. Since there is along-distance
coverage of licensed spectrum, it is appropriate for communication in HAN and FAN level in MG,
especially in advanced AMI such as AMI for the supervision of measurement equipment in HAN.
It can facilitate responsive load contribution in the provision of AS such as peak shaving or load
shedding. It is reported that applying WiMAX in remote places requiring WiMAX tower installation,
which will result in imposing an excess cost to the system.
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Table 4. Wired technologies specification and application in MG communication structure.
Technologies

Standard/Protocols

Data Rate

Coverage

Application in MG Control

Advantages

Disadvantages

Coaxial Cable

DOCSIS

172 Mbps

28 km

Smart appliances, AMI

3Low cost
3Easy installation

3Low scalability and bandwidth
3Susceptible to noise

Ethernet

802.3X

10 Mbps–10 Gbps

100 m

Smart appliances, AMI

3Well performance of capacity,
reliability, availability, and security

3Complexity of installation
3Not perfect in real-time
communication

HDSL

2 Mbps

3.6 km

DSL

Fiber
Optic

AMI
ADSL

1–8 Mbps

5 km

VDSL

15–100 Mbps

1.5 km

PON

155 Mbps–2.5 Gbps

60 km

AON

100 Mbps

10 km
AMI,
DMS

BPON

155–622 Mbps

GPON

155 Mbps–2.448 Gpbs

20 km

EPON

1 Gbps

20 km

SONET/SDH

10 Gbps

100 km

WDM

40 Gbps

100 km

UNBPLC

100 bpc

150 km

NBPLC

10–500 kbps

150 km

BBPLC

10–200 Mbps

1.5 km

3Cost effective because of existing
infrastructure

3Possibility of degradation in data
quality

3Proven technology in residential
services

3Out of power system management and
supervisory

3Not affected by noise and
electromagnetic interferences

3High Cost

3Well performance of Capacity,
Reliability, Availability, Security, and
Latency

3Low Scalability

3Convenience and cost effective because
of no need separatedinfrastructure from
power grid

3Subjected by interference of power
grid noise or weather conditions

20–60 km

PLC

Smart appliances,
AMI, EMS, DMS
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Table 5. Wireless technologies specification and application in MG communication structure.
Technologies

Standard/Protocols
Z-Wave

WPAN

WLAN

Cellular
Network
Communication

Satellite
Network

40 Kbps

Coverage

Application in MGMS

Advantages

Disadvantages

3No interference
3Free bandwidth
3Mesh Connectivity

3Low data rate

30 m

Smart Appliances
HEMS

3Free bandwidth
3Low power consumption
3High Data Rate

3Very short range
3Subjected by noise
3Unsafe

3high power consumption

Bluetooth

1–2 Mbps

15–30 m

Smart Appliances
HEMS

ZigBee

250 Kbps

100 m

HEMS
EVs

3Low cost
3Low Power Consumption

3Low data rate
3Short Range
3Interference

WirelessHART

115 Kbps

200 m

HEMS
Smart meters

3Scalable
3Backward compatible

3Low data rate
3Short range
3Interference

ZigBee Pro
(inter-WPAN)

250 Kbps

1.6 km

V2G,
AMI

3Mesh
Connectivity

3Low data rate
3Interference

WiFi(802.11X)

2–600 Mbps

Smart Appliances
V2G
AMI

3Low cost
3High Data rate
3Wide adoption

3short range
3Interference
3Low Security

WiMAX(802.16)

75 Mbps

50 km

DMS
EMS
AMI
DR

3High Data rate
3QoS Provisioning
3Scalability
3Low Latency

3Not widespread use
3Dedicated Infrastructure
3Limited Access to licensed spectrum

2G (GSM)

14.4 Kbps

1–10 km

3Existing infrastructure and service
models

3Oriented for human broadband
applications

100 m

2.5G (GPRS)

144 Kbps

1–10 km

3Ubiquitous coverage

3G

2 Mbps

1–10 km

3Low latency

3Monthly recurring charges

3.5G

14 Mbps

0–5 km

3High data rate

3Not currently support for
mission-critical applications

4G

1 Gbps

50 km

3QoS Provisioning

5G

>1 Gbps
100 bps

50 km
Urban Area: 3–10 km
Rural Area: 30–50 km

LoRa

LoRa modulation: 0.3–37.5 Kbps
LoRaWAN: 50 Kbps

Urban Area: 2–5 km
Rural Area: 10–15 km

LEO

Iridium: 2.4–28 Kbps

100–6000 km

MEO

Inmarsat-B: 9.6–128 Kbps

GEO

BGAN: 1 Mbps

SIFOX

LPWAN

Data Rate

AMI
DMS

3Low power consumption

3Low data range

3better data range (LoRaWAN)
DMS, AMI

3Wide-area coverage

3High cost

3High reliability

3High Latency
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4.2.4. 5G
Cellular networks such as GSM, GPRS, 3G, 3.5G, 4G, and 5G have high data rate communication and
bandwidth. This characteristic facilitates the transfer of a huge amount of data. Therefore, these technologies
can be used in applications such as interchange among smart meters, MG control center, and supervisory
level of the main grid, i.e., DMS in WAN environments. High-cost licensed spectrum and the uncertainty
of stable connectivity in severe weather conditions are drawbacks of this technology, although cellular
technologies could defeat interference and security issues of free bands by applying licensed bands. Cellular
communication, which was initially introduced in the 1980s based on analogue signal communication,
has been developed to IP-based communication such as 4G and 5G for increasing bandwidth and sustaining
real-time communication. 4G, which is called Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), increased the data
rate of its predecessor generation, i.e., 3G from the range of 2–14 Mbps to the range of 100 Mbps-1 Gbps
as well as latency and improvement of infrastructure energy consumption. Meanwhile, noticeable
advancement in this technology is happening by the introduction of 5G to facilitate IoT application
penetration in MGMS. The high performance of 5G has three characteristics, including Millimeter-Wave
(mm-Wave), Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), and ultra-dense cellular network. This technology
brings benefits such as lower latency, higher bandwidth, a larger number of participants and nodes
in MGMS, higher security, and so on. Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-reliable and Low-latency
Communications (uRLLC), and Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) are services offered by
5G as The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) determined. While an eMBB service is a response
to individual aspects of the world digitalization communication requirements, uRLLC and mMTC are
related to higher scales of this trend, including industry and society aspects, respectively. Hence eMBB
provides higher bandwidths for applications such as 3D and High-Definition (HD) Video and Virtual Reality
(VR). This ultra-bandwidth can reach to 10 Gbps. On the other hand, uRLLC offers low latency limited to
1 ms for time and reliability sensitive applications such as driverless cars and industrial automation. Finally,
mMTC represents the number of connected devices up to 1 million/km2, facilitates the implementation of
smart homes and smart cities [50].
4.2.5. LPWAN
This technology was introduced to provide equilibrium between energy consumption and data
rate in WAN. Cellular networks have been widely used to transmit high data rates in WAN but with
high energy consumption. LPWAN could defeat this weak point of a cellular network by introducing
SIGFOX and LoRa. These technologies have been applied to a star topology, which will result in the
simplicity of the system and less power consumption. LoRa technology is divided into two subsets,
including LoRa modulation and LoRaWAN. LoRa is a physical layer protocol using ISM bandwidth
modulation. Despite Frequency Shifting Key (FSK) used by legacy wireless protocols, LoRa applies
Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) brought by a higher data rate for LoRa. While LoRa modulation is a
physical layer protocol, LoRaWAN contains the MAC layer as well as the physical layer and improves
data rate concerning power consumption [51–54].
4.2.6. Satellite Technology
Satellite technology is a solution for MG communication in remote places where cellular or other
wireless technologies are not accessible. Furthermore, they can be applied as a redundant path for
creating backup communication. There are three different satellite technologies, including Low Earth
Orbits (LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and Geostationary Earth Orbits (GEO). Table 5 shows the
characteristics of satellite technologies. The major disadvantages of satellite technologies are high
expense and high latency. However, LEO and MEO areas are being developed to improve latency
and bandwidth. More service providers represent GEO, including Inmarsat, BGAN, Swift, and MPDS
while just NEW ICO offers MEO. Iridium and Globalstar are operators of LEO [55,56].
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5. Wireless Technologies Roadmap and Future Trends for MG
MG is one of the key elements of the developed power grid system, which is being widely
used because of the aforementioned merits. Regarding wireless specification correspondence of
MG remote and independent specification, in the previous section, features of wireless technologies
and applications in each part of the hierarchical supervisory of MG are discussed. Table 6 depicts
how the literature considers applying wireless in MG. As can be seen, the literature proves wireless
communication benefits in MG according to different goals and examination methods. We classified
them into control, standard, and technology-based categories. This table reveals a new approach
to the role of MG in the power system, as an active element is under trial and error test by
using new enhancements of wireless technologies [52,57]. Concerning countless merits of wireless
technologies application in MG, it is necessary to determine a roadmap clarifying the future path of
this enhancement. To provide a roadmap for applying wireless technologies in MGMS, we should
consider the following aspects.
5.1. MGMS Structure Development
New wireless technologies should consider communication specification requirements of MG
application such as bandwidth, latency, and security. To provide a mechanism for applying wireless
in MG, we require a definition of unified information exchange and standard. The unified model should
be flexible to apply in the different control structures of MG depending on the extent, application,
and geographical location of MG. As discussed before, MG can be centralized or decentralized. One of
the promising strategies in distributed control of MG is MAS, which facilitates control of MG and
assists the SG concept approach in reality by accommodating self-healing characteristics for the power
grid [7,58–61]. In the MAS environment, every element of MG can interact and cooperate with
other elements intelligently to achieve power system global objectives, as can be seen in Figure 4.
In this case, although there is no “one size fits all” approach, robust technologies such as 5G can be
deployed in two control architectures. Central control of MG can derive active power and reactive
power of load information and control generation portion of each power resource in MG by applying
5G communication and cloud computing at the edge. It is also possible for 5G employment in
decentralized MG control based on droop control power, which needs real-time reference control
signals, large distance coverage, and security [62]. As well as the independent grid characteristic of MG,
there are new aspects in the smartization of MG, making it an integrated part of the public grid, which
is the main hypothesis of this paper. MG as an AS of the main grid is one of the aspects, which will be
an incentive for penetration extension of MG as it provides profit for owners. Such aspects require the
contribution of technologies in MG such as V2G, smart inverter, etc. Wireless technology is a good
candidate as a communication infrastructure of these technologies [63]. AS provision of the main grid,
including frequency regulation, voltage control, and black-start aid by MG needs its communication
characteristics, especially time constraints, which can be met by 5G mm-Wave characteristics offering
fast, reliable, and robust interacting [64–67].
5.2. MGMS Communication Standard Development
The development of relevant standards introduced in Section 3 is a prerequisite to meet wireless
technologies in MGMS. For instance, WirelessHART in [68] was noticed facilitating IEC 61850 in the
distributed generation sector. A communication stack of IEC 61850, which is the OSI model, is changed
and information model and exchange mapped to the wirelessHART protocol. However, it could not
meet time limitation requirements of the standard, and the authors referred to solving this weak point
to future work. This practice shows that since the most serving MGMS communication standard is
IEC 61850, the communication stack of this standard should consider technology developments of
wireless communication concerning their coordination with new trends in MGMS.
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Table 6. Classification of wireless-based MG studies.
Classification

Standard-based

Ref

Wireless Technology

Standard/Protocol
Deployment

Qualification

Tools

Objectives

[69]

WLAN

IEC 61850

OPNET

3Communication systems between
IEC 61850-based distribution
substation and DER

[68]

WirelessHART

IEC 61850

3GOOSE messages performance,
time delay and throughput
requirements, as well as the distance
between DAS and DER
-

OPNET

[70]

IEC 61850
IEC 61850

[72]

WiFi IEEE 802.11.g,

IEC 61850

3Latency, Availability, Time
synchronization accuracy, Reliability
3Effect of communication distance,
Delay in burst background Traffic
3Average delay

Real test

[71]

WiFi IEEE
802.11.n,Z-wave
WiFi IEEE 802.11.g

3Cabling and installation cost
reduction,Portability
3Automation of MG using
heterogeneous communication
3Smart MG based on IEC 61850

WiFi IEEE 802.11.n,
WiMax 802.16

Control-based

Communication Technology-based

OPNET
Riverbed modeler

3Smart home and smart meters
based on IEC 61850

3Data rates, ranges, and capacity of
the cognitive radio
3Bit error rate
3Impact of the time-varying
wireless communication delay on
the performance of distributed
power inverters
3Maintains the magnitude of the
voltage and frequency within the
acceptable limits (EN 50160)
3MAS-based decentralized MG
control
3Algorithm of control and energy
management for MG
3Power and control architecture
3Time delay, Transmission error
rate, Coverage

MATLAB
MATLAB

3Data service energy center by
wireless access to AMI
3Real-time protection,Reliability
3Load Sharing

-

3Wireless EMS

NS-2

3Information accuracy for
multi-agent coordination
3Real-Time control of MG

Laboratory Testbed

3Increase RER penetration in MG
3Energy management, Monitoring,
and control
3Data management scheme to
overcome Low data transfer rate of
ZigBee
3Provide multihop solution for P2P
(Peer to Peer) communicate between
LoRa devices to prove LoRa as
communication method in regional
MG
3multi-MG EMS

3Packet loss per second

[73]

Cellular Network

-

[74]
[75]

WiMAX
wireless community
mesh network

-

[76]

-

-

[77]

-

[18]

IEEE 802.11 MAC
standard
WiFi, WiMAX, ZigBee

-

[78]
[79]

WiFi

Modbus

[80]

ZigBee

-

3Defining required data to be
transferred and a suitable coding

PSCAD

[52]

LoRaWAN

-

3Time-on-air, duty cycle, and packet
delivery ratio

field test

[57]

5G

OPC UA

-

Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) for modeling prosumers

MATLAB
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Figure 4. Basis of MGMS development.

5.3. MGMS IoT Integrated
MGMS was also revolutionized by the high penetration of IoT devices, especially in
HEMS, which motivates the effective contribution of MG in DR through AMI and smart meters.
This enhancement provides an infrastructure to schedule each home appliance inside MG to participate
in DR resulting in a rocketing number of nodes. 5G technology based on MIMO characteristics
can support communication with this number of nodes. LoRaWAN according to its lower power
consumption, high data rate, and secure communication is another appropriate candidate for smart
monitoring [81,82].
Figure 4 depicts an effective roadmap for applying wireless technology elements in MGMS,
including communication specification, application, standards, and new technologies’ requirements
of MGMS.
6. Future Work
During an evolution towards MAS and multi-MG, emerging system interconnection has
increased the operation and maintenance of communication infrastructure. Wireless communication
enhancement with the introduction of new approaches such as 5G has been providing a solution to
tackle this problematic issue by conservation cost of the system through network slicing and cloud
concepts. Future work will conduct a determination of MGMS service-level requirements mapping
into a service-driven 5G network and in a holistic approach for cloud-based communication structures
for multi-MG and MAS investigation with wireless communication and IoT assistance.
7. Conclusions
MG is a solution, which facilitates SG implementation by using RER along with the control
and management of loads and sources, which overcomes the intermittent nature of RER. Therefore,
the management of MG is a key element that requires a robust communication infrastructure.
This paper also revealed the role of MG in the power system by racketing its penetration changes to
active elements, which offers AS to a utility public network. Because of its simplicity, affordability,
and superb performance of wireless communication, especially in remote places, we noticed
communication technologies and their characteristics in this paper in a way that summarized and
reviewed applying them in different levels of MGMS as a prominent contribution of this paper, which
has been ignored in recent studies. According to the MG diversity of applications, there are different
control and management scenarios. Investigation of a holistic wireless employment roadmap in MGMS
was another achievement of this study, which covers different control methodology scenarios and
correspondence of new enhancements in wireless technology characteristics such as 5G and LoRa with
new requirements of MG as an active element of the power system. This roadmap highlighted wireless
enhancement application in the implementation of the developed structure of MGMS, including MAS,
and higher-aspect multi-MG structure of SG. Mapping service-level requirements of these developed
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MGMS to network slicing and cloud concepts through application of recent wireless technologies
introduced as a new horizon of this research area.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AMI
AS
BBPLC
CSS
CT
DER
DMS
DR
DSO
DSSS
eMBB
EMS
ESS
EV
5G
FMI
FSK
GEO
GOOSE
GSM
FAN
HAN
HD
HEMS
IEC
IED
IEEE
IoT
ISM
ITU
LAN
LEO
LPWAN
LTE
MAS
MEO
MG
MGMS
MIMO
MMS
mMTC
mm-Wave
NBPLC
OSI
PCC
PLC
PMU
P2P

Advanced Metering Interface
Ancillary Services
Broad Band PLC
Chirp Spread Spectrum
Current Transformer
Distributed Energy Resources
Distribution Management System
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Enhanced Mobile Broadband
Energy Management System
Energy Storage System
Electric Vehicle
Fifth-Generation
Functional Mockup Interface
Frequency Shifting Key
Geostationary Earth Orbits
Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event
Global System for Mobile
Field Area Network
Home Area Network
High-Definition
Home Energy Management System
International Electrotechnical Commission
Intelligent Electronic Devices
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet of Things
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
International Telecommunication Union
Local Area Network
Low Earth Orbits
Low Power WAN
Long-Term Evolution
Multi-Agent System
Medium Earth Orbit
Micro-Grid
Micro-Grid Management System
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
Manufacturing Message Specification
Massive Machine Type Communications
Millimeter-Wave
Narrow Band PLC
Open System Interaction
Point of Common Coupling
Power Line Carrier
Phasor Measurements Units
Peer to Peer
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PT
QoS
RER
RL
SG
SGIRM
SV
TSO
UHF
UNBPLC
uRLLC
V2G
VR
WAN
WLAN
WPAN
XMPP
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Potential Transformer
Quality of Services
Renewable Energy Resources
Responsive Loads
Smart Grid
Smart Grid Interoperability Reference Model
Sampled Value
Transmission System Operator
Ultra-High Frequency
Ultra-Narrow Band PLC
Ultra-reliable and Low-latency Communications
Vehicle-to-Grid
Virtual Reality
Wide-Area Network
Wireless LAN
Wireless Personal Area Network
eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
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